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[Abstract] Creating short sentences is the normal practice when learners of the Japanese 
language study sentence patterns. Controversy has thus far arisen concerning what sort 
of feedback provided by instructors to learners regarding the essays they have written is 
effective, and much research has been devoted to this questions. 
However, over the past ten years the results of research are starting to more or less 
consistently show that indirect feedback is more effective than direct feedback regarding 
essays. In this paper I have investigated whether or not similar results can be obtained 
with the use of short sentences, and observed the process through which learners acquire 
an understanding of sentence patterns and how they are retained through post-study test 
results and short sentences they have written. 
In Nakashima (2016a) when a comparison was made between instructors’ corrections as 
direct feedback and self-corrections as indirect feedback, it was found that test scores 
were higher when self-correction was implemented, accuracy in sentences was observed, 
and it appeared that the retention of subjects learned could be expected. However, since 
there was a disparity in the Japanese language abilities of the learners in this research 
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and it was not possible to conclude that self-correction was possible straight away, in the 
first part of the lessons the instructor made the corrections while the students conducted 
self-correction in the second part of the lessons. 
When self-correction was introduced an improvement was observed in the achievement 
of classes of students with insufficient Japanese language ability. However, looking at the 
sentences composed by learners revealed that even though they were able to write 
correct sentences immediately after tuition many became unable to do so as time elapsed. 
This result illustrates that while it is not possible to claim that self-correction led to the 
rigorous acquisition of sentence patterns, it is safe to say that even in classes of students 
with insufficient ability self-revision does display a degree of success. Time is required in 
order for students to become able to conduct self-correction, and in cases in which there 
is a lack of learning ability teachers are required to make thorough preparations. 
Nonetheless, it does appear that rather than the instructor devoting time to marking each 
student’s work expending time on enabling students to conduct self-correction is likely to 
lead to improvements in their performance.






















































































クラス 人数 平均点 標準偏差
Ａクラス 23 28.56 8.04












































































クラス 人数 平均点 標準偏差 出身国
Aクラス 13 25.7 7.3 中国７名、ベトナム４名、ネパール２名








平均点／満点 標準偏差 中央値 平均点／満点 標準偏差 中央値
前期
小テスト１課 8.92／16 3.75 10 7.60／16 3.02 8
小テスト３課 7.85／16 3.57 7 4.00／16 2.52 3.5
小テスト４課 11.6／16 2.77 12.5 9.30／16 2.33 9.5
小テスト７課 12.00／16 2.63 12 10.5／16 2.10 11
まとめ 11.00／17 2.77 11 8.00／17 3.22 7
後期
小テスト９課 12.38／16 3.25 13 8.9／16 4.19 9
小テスト10課 12.38／16 2.88 13.5 11.00／16 2.45 11
小テスト11課 8.46／16 3.73 7 7.1／16 3.29 6.5
小テスト14課 14.38／18 2.31 15 13.5／18 2.87 13.5
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